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Introduction
The STEM Career Infographic Project
(SCIP) was a 4-week exploratory project
deployed in an 8th grade classroom at
Mountain Vista Middle School (MVMS).
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SCIP was poised to address the growing focus on
STEM fields at MVMS and within the school
district. We piloted SCIP in Spring 2014 with six
science classes or about 180 students.
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SCIP allowed for students to explore their own
STEM interests, while simultaneously engaging
in the 6 Computational Thinking Practices (CTP)
outlined by the College Board.

78% of the

▷ A large proportion of the students have limited
exposure to STEM careers

students are
considered minorities
in the STEM fields

▷ Students at this age are not aware of their career
and college options

Breakdown of Male and
Female Students

▷ Students are not exposed to other forms of
communication

Caucasian
Hispanic/Latino
Native/African/Asian

▷ Many students do not have access to technology

SCIP addressed each of these problems in a manner that provided
students with relevant and practical information

Computational Thinking Practices (CTP)
2 Developing computational artifacts

1

3 Abstracting

4 Analyzing problems and artifacts

Students were required to research a STEM career in-depth, then
report on their careers using infographics.

Subject
Geosciences

Vocational

Mathematics

Engineering

Bachelors

Computer Science
Physics/Astronomy

Chemistry
Biology

We used free and online programs to create the infographics; this
provided the students the opportunity to learn software they were
not previously exposed to and to explore new communication tools.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. In risus felis,
sagittis at eros in, tincidunt vehicula lacus.

Degree

Life Sciences

Connecting Computing

Masters

Text

Pictures

10 Facts, no paragraphs

3 pictures, all relevant

Student Infograph #1
Student became interested in STEM topic
after career was assigned

Doctorate

6 Working effectively in teams
SCIP also provided many occasions for the students to work together
by sharing career information or helping each other with the
software.
Researching

Peer Review

▷ Students were encouraged to share
sources with one another
▷ If they had trouble understanding, they
had to ask 1 peer before asking the
instructor for help
▷ Students with similar careers sat together,
so they could get help from one another

▷ After the rough draft,
students reviewed each
other’s infographics
▷ Students had to make the
changes their classmates
suggested before turning
in their final drafts

Graphs

Design

2 Graphs, properly labeled

Simple, consistent, readable

5 Communicating
At the end of the project the students presented their infographics in
front of the class and taught their classmates about their career.

Results

Future Work
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Overall, the project was incredibly successful. The students had a
positive affect through the duration of the project and many also
expressed an extreme level of interest in doing similar projects in
the future.

We will be repeating this
project in Spring 2015, with a
few adaptations and formal
evaluation scheme.
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Student Infograph #2
ELL Student was able to equally participate in
assignment by including lots of pictures and graphs

